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Overview

➢The 19th century: from repression to 
reluctant tolerance of collective action

➢Industrial action and the arbitration systems 
in the 20th century: a striking paradox

➢Enterprise bargaining, the first real right to 
strike – and another paradox

➢International labour standards and the 
Australian shortfall



19th century – repression

➢Reception and development of English law 
by Australian colonies

❖ illegality of unions, strikes and other forms of 
collective action at common law

❖Master and Servant legislation

 originally Statute of Labourers 1351

❖Combination Acts 1799-1825

➢Australian unions hindered but not 
suppressed by these laws



19th century – tolerance
➢Adoption of British trade union statutes

❖Trade Union Act 1871 (UK) – unions and union rules 
effectively legalised

 see eg Trade Union Act 1876 (SA)

❖Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act 1875 (UK) 
– action undertaken ‘in contemplation or 
furtherance of a trade dispute’ not a criminal 
conspiracy unless otherwise unlawful

 see eg Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act 1878 (SA)

 but note Master and Servant legislation not repealed, as it 
was in the UK – SA retained such laws until 1972



Divergence from the UK

➢1890s – the colonies go their own way

❖the big disputes

❖experimentation with state-imposed 
conciliation and arbitration to resolve disputes

❖entrenchment of that process in s 51(xxxv) of 
the new Australian Constitution

➢A key measure not adopted

❖Trade Disputes Act 1906 (UK) – immunity from 
civil/tort liability for industrial action



The arbitration systems
➢Federal conciliation and arbitration system 
❖established by Conciliation and Arbitration Act 

1904 (Cth) to resolve interstate disputes

❖blanket prohibition on strikes and lockouts, 
reflecting Higgins’ vision for the ‘new province of 
law and order’

❖general prohibitions repealed in 1930, but more 
specific limitations remained

❖plus growth of the ‘bans clause’ procedure

❖and industrial action still unlawful at common law



The arbitration systems
➢Similar position under State systems

➢Yet industrial action remained very common 
throughout the 20th century
❖employers unwilling to go to court (unlike the odd 

victimised worker)

❖even when they did, courts would sometimes defer 
to arbitration tribunals
 see also Industrial Relations Act 1972 (SA) s 143a (now Fair 

Work Act 1994 s 138)

❖an illustration of the law’s impotence – the 1969 
Clarrie O’Shea affair and its legislative aftermath



The ‘right’ to strike challenged

➢Introduction of prohibitions on ‘secondary 
boycotts’ by Fraser Government in 1977-1980

❖Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) ss 45D-45E

➢High-profile but still sporadic use of these 
provisions or common law by employers in 
the 1980s

❖eg Mudginberri, Dollar Sweets, Air Pilots



A real right to strike?
➢Industrial Relations Reform Act 1993 (Cth)

❖promotion of enterprise-level bargaining, rather 
than awards, as the primary means of setting wages 
and working conditions

❖right to take ‘protected’ industrial action in support 
of new enterprise agreement, but not otherwise

❖requirement to try to reach agreement first and to 
give notice of any action

❖AIRC able to terminate action and arbitrate dispute 
if action threatened health, safety or the economy



Howard Government reforms
➢Right to take protected action narrowed by 1996 

and 2005 amendments
❖no action during nominal life of existing agreement

❖employee action to be approved by secret ballot, and 
then only with AIRC’s permission

❖‘use it or lose it’ rule – action to be take within 30 days

❖broader powers for AIRC to suspend or terminate 
protected action

❖plus judicially imposed limitation (Electrolux, 2004)
that action cannot be taken in support of claims for 
‘non-industrial’ matters



Howard Government reforms

➢Howard Government also

❖introduced an easier remedy for unlawful action 
– the AIRC stop order

❖prohibited employers from paying workers for 
periods of industrial action (including partial 
work bans)

❖introduced ABCC to pursue unlawful action in 
the building and construction industry



Fair Work Act
➢Howard Government’s ‘clear, tough rules’ on 

industrial action retained in Labor’s Fair 
Work Act 2009 (Cth)
❖minor changes only, eg to rules on payment

➢A further limitation imposed by Coalition’s 
Fair Work Amendment Act 2015 (Cth)
❖protected action cannot be taken against an 

employer unless the employer has agreed to 
bargain or FWC is satisfied that a majority of 
relevant employees wish to bargain



The paradox of protected action
➢When industrial action was always illegal, it was 

often taken and rarely sanctioned

➢But since lawful action became possible, strikes 
have become incredibly rare (see over)

❖partly because unions representing national system 
employees tend now to take only protected actions –
compare of State government workers

❖but employers are also more willing to pursue 
unprotected action when it occurs

❖note also significance of ABCC in building industry





Further restrictions?

➢Fair Work Amendment (Bargaining 
Processes) Bill 2014

❖proposed to prohibit industrial action over claims 
that are ‘manifestly excessive’, or that would ‘have 
a significant adverse impact on productivity’

❖but criticised by Productivity Commission in its 
2015 Workplace Relations Framework report



Further restrictions?
➢PC’s own proposals included
❖triple maximum penalties for unlawful action

❖make it easier to suspend/terminate protected 
action that is causing economic loss

❖where notice of protected action is withdrawn, 
allow employees to be stood down if too late for 
employer to avert contingency response

❖but also remove requirement for ballots to specify 
forms of action

❖and replace ‘use it or lose it’ rule



International standards

➢International Labour Organisation standards 
do not expressly mention the right to strike

➢But it has always been considered to be 
implicit in ILO standards and principles 
regarding freedom of association

❖though note recent dissent from employer groups

➢And it is expressly guaranteed by 
Article 8(1)(d) of the International Covenant 
on Economic Social and Cultural Rights



International standards
➢ILO’s Committee of Experts, 1983

“[T]he right to strike is one of the essential means 
available to workers and their organisations for the 
promotion and protection of their economic and 
social interests. These interests not only have to do 
with obtaining better working conditions and 
pursuing collective demands of an occupational 
nature, but also with seeking solutions to economic 
and social policy questions and to labour problems 
of any kind which are of direct concern to the 
workers.”



The Australian shortfall

➢Current Australian law and practice has 
repeatedly been identified as breaching ILO 
standards by, among other things

❖limiting both the level and scope of bargaining

❖prohibiting ‘sympathy’ action

❖precluding action over social or economic issues

❖not extending protections to all workers

❖power to suspend/terminate protected action goes 
beyond essential services



A more ‘militant’ future?

➢ACTU secretary Sally McManus has spoken 
of defying the ‘unjust laws’ that limit 
industrial action

➢And unions are demanding a future Labor 
government expand the limited right to strike

➢But what are the prospects of success on 
either front?


